Abstract-A major problem in astrophysical plasma physics is to explain how the outer atmosphere, the corona, ofthe sun is heated to temperatures of millions of degrees Kelvin. It is accepted that the heating mechanism is magnetic, with the energy source being turbulent motions below the solar surface. Two classes of theory are proposed, according to the timescale of the driving motions in relation to the Alfvin timescale orthe coronal plasma. Fast motions gencrate MHD waves which propagate up into the corona carrying energy and can heat the corona if the waves are damped. Slow motions move the footpoints of the coronal field, generating field-aligned currents which may dissipate 10 provide heat. In each case, the main difficulty is in finding an adequate m a n s of dissipation in the highly-conducting coronal plasma. Same proposed heating mechanisms are outlined here, which present a number of interesting plasma physics problems closely related lo those arising for fusion plasma; in particular, Alfvin wave propagation and absorption in a non-uniform medium, and anomalous heating by reconnection, turbulence and relaxation.
mind : in mathematical terms, the geometry and the boundary conditions can be quite different.
I begin by outlining the basic physical properties of the corona: for more detailed introductions see, for example, PRIEST (1982), ZIRIN (1988) , STURROCK et al. (1986) and DUKRANT (1988). The coronal heating problem is described in Section 1.2, and the main classes into which theoretical models of heating fall are explained in Section I .3.
The sun, like all stars, is powered by a gravitationally-confined fusion reactor in the core. From there, energy is transferred outwards by radiative diffusion but above about 0.86 R , (where R , = 6.96 x 10' m is the solar radius), thermal instability sets in and energy is transferred by convective motions on various scales. Most of the emitted solar radiation comes from the photosphere, a thin surface layer. Above the temperature minimum ( T -4300 K) lies thc chromosphere, where the temperature begins to rise with height; increasing steeply through the transition region to reach the order of I O 6 K or more in the corona. The corona is a tenuous atmosphere, having typical density m-' in its inner regions, some eight orders of magnitudes lower than in the photosphere where n, -I O " m-3. The temperature is so high that the corona cannot be slatically confined, but is constantly expanding out into interplanetary space as the solar wind, reaching supersonic speeds at a height of about 5 R , above the solar surface. It is crucial to remember, however, that the sun is highly inhomogeneous and a simple description of a spherically-symmetric layered body is quite inappropriate; for example, values just quoted for temperature or density hide very wide lateral variations. Fluid molions in the convection zone concentrate the magnetic fields into strong flux tubes at convective cell boundaries: thus, in the photosphere most of the magnetic flux is found in isolated flux tubes ( E -100-300 mT) with a radius of a few 100 km surrounded b y almost held-free piasma. A s the confining pressure i'aljs with height through the chromosphere, these tubes fan out into a roughly horizontal canopy of field, above which the individual flux tubes merge; the corona is thus filled with magnetic field. The coronal field has strength B -1-10 mT and the plasma beta is small (1 -1-10%), so the magnetic field dominates physical processes. The coronal magnetic field cannot easily be measured directly, which is a major setback for the vcrification of theoretical models, although there is some progress through radio observations, looking a t gyroresonant radiation from electrons (e.g. LANG, 1986).
held measurements, assuming potential or force-free fields (e.g. ALTSCHULER and NEWKIRK, 1969; SAKURAI and UCHIDA, 1977; REISEBIETER and NEUBAUER, 1979) ; such calculations can agree well with observed structures but, being necessarily modeldcpendent, are not much use for detailed comparisons with coronal heating theories.
Our knowledge of the corona, for long seen only as a white halo at total solar eclipse, has been transformed by X-ray and EUV observations from space, particularly from satellites such as Skyloh and SMM. This is because the corona radiates predominantly in the short wavelengths absorbed by the Earth's atmosphere. It is now Corona! magnP!ic StrOCture can be inferred hy extrapolating line-of-sight photospheric Mechanisms of solar coronal heating 54 I evident that the corona is highly inhomogeneous (Fig. I) . Large regions consist of multitudinous loop-like structures, with ends rooted in the solar surface, whilst there are also large dark regions in X-rays known as coronal holes which are somewhat cooler. The essential distinction is that coronal holes contain open magnetic field lines stretching out into interplanetary space, these regions being the main source of the solar wind, whereas quiet and active regions have a closed magnetic field. Particularly hot plasma is found in active regions. which lie over areas of high magnetic activity, such as sunspots, in the photosphere. The magnetic field is stronger in active regions. Also seen are thousands of X-ray bright points, which are transient localized regions of soft X-ray brightening, thought to be associated with cancellation of opposing magnetic flux. r-'l<.. I -i( ,) ,,,I~,! <>I I~ ( ; , I t L $<. s1111t~,\11111.117 I~~, I~I~~I~ r~\~r,lI1~I!~Icil~ OIW\;,I,)~!.) I\ clcillly ieen.
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Loops are the basic building block of the corona. They are believed to outline magnetic field lines, being regions of hot, dense, magnetically-confined plasma. It should be remembered, however, that these are regions of enhanced emission within a global field and loops are not isolated structures (as are, for example, photospheric flux tubes); it is not clear why some flux tubes are picked out as "visible" loops and others are not. Loops may he broadly categorized as follows (PRIEST, 1978) . Long interconnecting loops link two active regions. Active regions contain many activeregion loops (lengths 10-100 x IO6 m, temperatures up to 2.5 x IO6 K, density 0.5-5.0 x IO'' m-?. Quiet-region loops tend to be somewhat larger and cooler. Post-flare loops and simple-flare loops, which can have temperatures of up to IO7 K, are associated with solar flares in active regions. Coronal loops are usually large aspect ratio (radius/length = 1/10), with approximately semi-toroidal shape : there is often evidence of helical structure, suggesting twisted (non-potential) fields.
The solar coronal heating problem
The corona loses energy both by conduction down to the cooler surface layers and by radiation. Also, in coronal holes energy is convected away by the solar wind. These losses have been estimated by WITHBROE and NOYES (1977) to be Quiet region 300 W m-2 Active region Coronal hole 800 W m-2.
(1.1) (0.5-1) x IO' W m-2 A heating mechanism is required to supply these amounts of energy and maintain thermal equilibrium : for previous reviews of this subject see, for example, KUPERUS et al. (1981) , PRIEST (1982, Chapter 6), HEYVAERTS (1985) , IONSON (1985) , PARKER (1987a) and HOLLWEC (l990a).
The long-accepted theory, whereby acoustic waves generated in the convection zone steepen into shocks and dissipate as they propagate upwards, has now been discarded, although sound waves may well be of relevance to chromospheric heating (ANDERSON too low (ATHAY and WHITB, 1977; MEIN and SCHMEIDER, 1981) and secondly, there is a strong correlation between temperature inhomogeneities and magnetic structures (VAIANA and ROSNER, 1978; GOLUB et al., 1980) . It is thus generally accepted that the cbrona is heated by a magnetic mechanism; this is supported also by astronomical evidence showing a clear correlation between magnetic field and coronal temperature L. e+o--ID-.^^,..^ a + -I I O P C . r .\ i m c \ A viable theory should predict heating rates increasing with magnetic field strength. Also, it is likely from scaling laws or loop thermal equilibrium that the volumetric heating rate should be inversely proportional to loop length. In fact most theories fit these simple requirements and better observational tests are needed.
The essential difficulty for coronal heating theory is that the corona is very highly conducting and has very low viscosity; thus, there is no obvious means of thermalizing energy. The Lundquist number ( S = u,,L/)l) is of the order IO", suggesting resistive dissipation of currents is almost negligible. Relating the required heat flux F to the magnetic energy content and ATHAY-, 1989) ; firstly, because the objerved energy flux of acoustic is far
('iB,2LR2/2po)/f,lss -2FnR2
where Land Rare the loop radius and length, Be is the excess magnetic field and tolss is the energy dissipation time, we find that energy should be dissipated on a timescale of a few hundred seconds (taking B -1 mT, L -IO8 m, F -IO4 W mU2). But the classical Joule dissipation time td = Lz/q, assuming a Spitzer value for q, is about IO" s, which is many order ofmagnitudes too slow! It is often stated that the fluid Reynolds number Re = Lu/v is very large, so classical viscous dissipation of kinetic energy is also far too slow. It has, however, been pointed out (e.g. HOLLWEG, 1983) that the corona is a highly-magnetized plasma and the first Braginskii viscosity coefficient (BRACINSKII, 1965) qo = 10-'7T3/2 kgm-' s -I is quite large, giving a Reynolds number as low as 15 ; although this cannot dissipate Alfvknic motions it may be important in some circumstances. If viscous dissipation is faster than Ohmic, it may be that magnetic energy is first converted to kinetic energy which then dissipates viscously. The nature and importance of viscosity in the corona are discussed by HOLLWEC (1986).
1.3. Classijcation of heating mechanisms ' ' The energy source for coronal heating is the kinetic energy of plasma motions in the photosphere, due to the sub-surface convection. The plasma /l is order one there, so the motions advect the magnetic field. The coronal field is rooted in the photosphere and the footpoints ofthe fieldlines are thus continually shuffled by the motions; this distorts the coronal magnetic field, generating currents and consequently storing excess magnetic energy in the corona which could be dissipated as heat. This basic process is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2 , and is an interesting instance of a coupled electromechanical system. There arc then two classes of heating mechanism, according to the timescale of the photospheric velocitiy field (tt.) in relation to the Alfvin transit time across the coronal structure (t,,), where I,. = R/u, and f A = L/u, If f,, << f A . footpoint motions launch M H D waves into the corona, which can be damped and thus provide heating; the currents in this case may be viewed as AC. Alternatively, if 1, >> f A then the coronal field is always approximately in force-free equilibrium, constrained by the positions of the footpoints; as the field is sheared or twisted, DC currents are generated which may dissipate and release heat. In summary: kinetic energy of photospheric velocity field excess magnetic energy in corona thermal energy-balances heat losscs. can vary from about 10 to 1000 s. The spectrum of the driving photospheric motions is not precisely known, but timescales of the order of tens or hundreds o f seconds are expected, with a peak at around 300 s (granulation timescale). Thus it is clear that the Alfvinic timescale can be either greater than or less than the driver timescale, so both clesses of corona! heatins theory may be relevant. However? the D C theory is more easily applicable to active-region loops, particularly shorter ones, whereas AC theory works better for long quiet-region loops. A large body of theory has been developed for each regime. In the following section I outline theories of wave dissipation, concentrating on the ways in which wave damping can be strongly enhanced in a non-uniform medium. A particularly well-developed theory concerns the resonant absorption of Alfvin waves. Then theories of quasi-static current are discussed; it is shown that dissipation may proceed by rcconnection in a number of thin, localized current sheets or by a turbulent cascade. This process can be quantified using the ideas of relaxation theory and helicity injection. The results are summarized and discussed in Section 4, where I also speculate on directions of future research. Finally, it should be emphasized that a review such as this cannot possibly be fully comprehensive, and some interesting and valuable work has not been mentioned ; nevertheiess, it is hoped to give a broad overview of the directions of this research area, with a more detailed coverage of a few selected topics.
W A V E H E A T I N G

Wuves in the corona
MND waves have long been considered as a candidate for a coronal heating mechanism (OSTERBROCK, 1960). Of the possible wave modes, slow waves are essentially sound waves channelled by the magnetic field, and these have been ruled out due to the inadequate energy flux (see Section 1.2); fast waves are likely to be totally internally reflected in the chromosphere (and hence evanescent in the corona) because of the rapid increase of Alfven speed with height (HOLLWEC, 1983) , although there is a possibility of mode conversion from Alfvtn waves to fast waves in the corona (WENTZEL, 1989) ; Alfvin waves are thus the most convincing possibility. AlfvCn waves are detected in the solar wind at I a.u. and it is likely that these are generated at the sun ; however, there are no direct observations from the inner corona. Measurements of non-thermal iine-broadening show that wave amplitudes must be less than 30 km s-', but it is not clear whether these velocities represent coherent waves or not and anyway this figure is only a n upper bound. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable that there should be Alfvtn waves in the corona. The presumed wave amplitudes can transport enough energy to heat the corona. The WKB energy flux density carried by a wave is
HOLLWEG, 1983), where the factor 2 allows for two degrees of polarization and L' is the coronal velocity amplitude. Taking vA = 2000 km s-' (see Section I), n = 5 x IO" m-' ( p -IO-" kg m-3) and (U')"' = 30 km s K ' gives a flux of 3 . 6~ lo4 W m-', which is adequate to heat an active region. The actual energy flux may be enhanced by non-WKB effects; on the other hand, the flux wiii be lower if some fluctuations are associated with downward-propagating (reflected) waves. So the energy flux is probably sufficient for Alfven waves to heat the corona-if the measured non-thermal broadenings d o correspond to waves. Two main problems must be considered, as follows.
I t must firstly be explained how Alfvtn waves, generated by photospheric turbulence, propagate into the corona. Secondly, the more difficult question of how the waves dissipate must be answered. On the former, considerable progress has been made ( HOLLWEG, 1979 HOLLWEG, , 1981a HOLLWEG, ,b. 1983 HOLLWEG, , 1984 LEROY, 1980 LEROY, , 1981 , although the problem is difficult since the strong gradients mean that a WKB approach iscompletely invalid, nor is a thin flux tube approximation valid above the photosphere. A spherically-symmetric model would predict substantial reflection ofwaves before the corona is reached; hut illtense flux !oher act as waveguides, greatly increasing the efficiency of transmission. Also, loops can act as resonant cavities (IONSON, 1978 (IONSON, , 1982 (IONSON, , 1984 HOLLWEG, 1984) which preferentially absorb waves at their natural frequencies
where Lis the length of the coronal.loop. When driven a t these preferred frequencies, large-amplitude standing waves can be built up in the corona. Clearly, the effectiveness of this mechanism depends on how a broad band of driving frequencies interacts with the resonance peak : the width of the peak is proportional to the damping rate (7) whilst the height decreases as y -I . Thus, for a small damping rate the integral over the transmission function can be independent of the damping rate, as is well known for high-quality resonant oscillators in general ( IONSON, 1982 IONSON, , 1984 HOLLWEG, 1984) , and the dissipation can he independent of the actual value of y. This means that even a very highly-conducting plasma can absorb and dissipate waves effectively. However, effectssuch as wave leakage out ofthecavitycan modify this simple picture (HOLLWEG, 1984) . The magnitude of damping rate needed in order to heat the corona can be estimated by equating the observed volumetric heating rate (EH = 2F/L, where F i s the energy flux quotcd in Section 1.2) to the energy dissipation rate of a damped wave with time dependence exp (iwt -y t ) :
(the first factor of 2 is because energy relates to squares of amplitudes; the second relates to two possible wave polarizations). Taking p = 5 x kg m-3, with E, = 2 x W m-', we find y/w = 0.17 for 100 s waves, which are resonant for a 100,000 km length loop if uA = 2 x IO6 m s- I. This means that the waves must be very heavily damped, with substantial dissipation of wave energy occurring within one period. Since y/w < I , a propagating wave modcl, with damping, is appropriate: although a very effective damping mechanism must he found. On the other hand, with only slightly different numbers (e.g. reduce w by 3 to correspond to 300 s waves, or consider a lower density), it is quite possible to estimate y / o -1 : furthermore, the ratio of damping time to wave period (T) is actually I& = (w/y)(l/2n) so this can be order I or less even if y/w is "small". Thus, a priori cases may be made both for and against heating by waves, but clearly further investigation is required, especially to find a possible mechanism for strong damping. Classical resistive dissipation of a wave in a uniform medium gives damping times that are far too long for coronal heating requirements, but dissipation in an inhomogeneous field can he greatly enhanced (see CROSS, 1988, for an overview of Alfvh wave propagation). The study of Alfvtn wave propagation and absorption in a structured magnetic field is also of great relevance to the auxiliary heating of Tokamaks, and close parallels may he drawn between the two applications. Resonant absorption is a particularly-successfull and well-developed theory, which shows that wave energy can he quite rapidly thermalized even in a plasma with very low resistivity and viscosity : this theory is explained in the next sub-section. Section 3.3 then describes the related, hut mathematically simpler, mechanism of phase-mixing and also discusses heating by wave-driven turbulence.
Resonant uhsorption
medium with non-uniform Alfvin speed, there exist singular layers where the wave amplitude increases with time whilst the lengthscale decreases, so that ultimately 1 1 " " I I p""pYs'%L" L.. U dissipation becomes effective. A feature of this mechanism is that heating rates can be independent of the values of the dissipative coefficients, and so can he calculated in the ideal limit (similarly to the standard theory ofideal fluid shocks) with dissipation being effective even in a highly-conducting plasma. The phenomenon of resonance absorption is associated with the AIfven continuum part of the frequency spectrum for M H D waves in a stratified plasma.
Consider linear waves propagating in a stratified medium with field in the z direction and all equilibrium quantities dependent on x ; then the governing equation ( Spccial attention must he paid to certain x values where the local value of one of the natural frequencies matches the driving frequency W . Most relevant here are the singularities where U) = k,u, and w = k,c,: the former layer (x = xA) is associated with heating by resonant absorption of Alfvtn waves. The correct mathematical treatment of such a singular equation as (2.2) requires the solution of an initial-value problem, since no normal modes are possible (SEDLACEK, 1971) , by an analogous procedure to the classical plasma physics theory of Landau damping. Such an investigation shows that the tangential component of the velocity field U, has a singularity (x-xA)-' whilst the "radial" velocity U, has a logarithmic singularity near xA. As time proceeds, wave energy is thus pumped into a layer of ever-decreasing width around the resonant surface. Clearly finite dissipation, no matter how small, will eventually limit this process and a stationary state must emerge in which all quantities oscillate with the driving frequency and the energy dissipation rate exactly matches the input. In other words, sufficiently small lengthscales are inevitably set up that dissipation can take effect.
Resonant absorption was first proposed as a coronal heating mechanism by IONSON (1978) and has subsequently heen extensively studied (e.g. RAB and ROBERTS, 1981, 1982; SAKURAI and GRANIK, 1984: MOK and EINAUDI, 1985; LER and ROBERTS, 1986; DAVILA, 1987; GROSSMAN and SMITH, 1988; HOLLWEG, 1987d,b,C; HOLLWEG and YANG, 1988 ; POROTS el a/., 1989a, 1990) . The theory has also been widely applied to studies of auxiliary heating for Tokamaks (e.g. PUEDTS ef al., 1989h) with the essential physics differing little from the solar case. Here, only a brief overview of some recent developments is given.
The effectiveness of resonant absorption as a heating mechanism may be measured by thc fractional energy absorption, defined by where Pohm and Pi,, are the Ohmic dissipation rate and the power input, respectively. Clearly, for effective damping we requiref, quite close to I. POEDTS ef al. (1989a, 1990) calculate the dissipation for cylindrical-loop models, with a monochromatic driver with frequency w ; the effects of a broad band of driving frequencies could be determined by convolution if the spectrum were known. The linearized resistive MHD analyzed in 8, z and f [dependence exp (i(mH+nxz/L+wt)] ; the resulting set of ODES is solved using a finite element method which can cope with resolving the narrow singular layer. This layer has a width A scaling as equa:ions with a background field so(r) considered, all qGan*,es Fou;iiiwhere wA(r) = kl,(r)uA(r) is the local A l f v h frequency. For a family of equilibrium field profiles, it is found thatf, can be close to 1 for a wide range of conditions: in particular, dissipation is most effective when w is close to a certain critical frequency. The bandwidth of driving frequencies which give f q close to 1 is greatest for m = 1 and decrcascs with m, as does the peak value of f a , hut even for higher m modes dissipation can s!i !! be q i t e significant (for examp!e, fa has a maximcm of 0.26 fer m = 5 and is significantly non-zero for a broad band of frcquencies). For fixed mode numbers, dissipation is most effective for peaked equilibrium current profiles : thus, strongly-twisted loops may he heated more strongly.
The physics of resonant absorption may be quite easily understood for thin layers in terms of the surface waves which propagate at discrete interfaces (e.g. ROBERTS, 1990). Consider a thin layer where the Alfvkn speed varies? in between two uniform regions, and assume that the total (fluid +magnetic) pressure fluctuations 6p,,, are the same as for a true surface wave (HOLLWEG, 1987a (HOLLWEG, ,c, 1990a HOLLWEG and YANG, 1988) . Then within the layer the transverse velocity perturbation is described by a driven harmonic oscillator equation
The forcing term can be calculated by considering a sharp transition between the two uniform regions which supports a surface wave with phase speed where subscripts 1 and 2 denote the two sides of the interface; hence Sp,,, is proportional to exp(i(wt-kz)). Thus (2.5) is resonant on the field line at xA defined by w/k = uA (xA) and the velocity perturbation must grow secularly there (drawing energy from the external driver, the surface wave, which must therefore itself decay away on a timescale ld determined by the energy accumulation rate at the resonant layer). It may be further argued (HOLLWEG, 1987a (HOLLWEG, , 1990a ) that fieldlines with uA somewhat different from w/k will still be approximately in phase with the driver up to a time 1, -I/ (w-ku,(x) ): the thickness of the energy-absorbing layer may then be determined from the fact that it contains all fieldlines which are in phase until the surfacewave driver has decayed away, that is, up to r -r, , . Thus ;f Y ;.-inrirln thn II,.IPI e h n . x r ; s m the 1 0 . i~-.x,;A+h A +--f +ha ..-A--il-1 .., \ -I . n n
calulating the surface wave damping time it follows that the width of the layer scales as ka2.
Resonant ahsorption is an attractive possibility for dissipating Alfven wave energy. There are some problems which must be resolved, however. The amplitude of the wave in the resonant layer in the stationary state increases with decreasing resistivity: !bus, in B high!y-conducting p!asma, very large amp!itdes won!d be expected, I i~a r theory must break down and indeed the wave amplitudes would be well in excess of observational limits (however, a small region of high-velocity motions might be undetectable). POEDTS et ul. (1990) show that linear theory is only valid for S < IOR, some four orders of magnitude too low for the corona; however, the essential physics of the model could still be valid even outside its mathematical limits. Thc problem of non-linear effects on resonant absorption remains open for a full mathematical investigation, although some non-linear properties of surface waves at sharp interfaces are discussed by HOLLWEC (1987b). A related problem concerns the width of the singular layer: this is likely to be so narrow for solar values of S that MHD itself breaks down. A means for cross-field heat transport must also be found, to transfer energy from the resonant layers to the rest of the field ; however, a broad spectrum of driving motions can excite resonances on every fieldline in a given configuration.
Phase-mixing of shear Alfuin waves
Phase-mixing is a dissipation mechanism for Alfven waves which, like resonant absorption, requires gradients of the Alfven velocity in the background plasma. The difference is that phase-mixing is concerned with shear or torsional Alfvkn waves, resonant absorption, the displacement must have a component parallel to this direction. Forexample, in a cylindrical loop with uA(r), resonant absorption requiresu, # 0 whereas phase-mixing concerns the polarization U,, # 0. This was put forward as a coronal heating mechanism by HEYVAERTS and PRIEST (1983) and is closely related to a model for decay and absorption of Alfven waves in a Tokamak proposed by SY ( I 984). (similarly for torsional waves in a loop or pinch with x + r, y + 0). In a closed "semitoroidal" loop k, is fixed by the geometry (k, = n d ) and hence in the absence of dissipation each fieldline vibrates independently with its own natural frequency w(x) = vA(x)kz. The ideal solution to (2.6) in this case is
(2.7)
It can be seen from (2.7) that as time proceeds, the displacement of neighbouring fieldlines becomes progressively out of phase and arbitrarily-large lateral gradients of field and velocity are built up ; thus, eventually lengthscales are sufficiently small that viscosity and/or resistivity become effective and dissipate the wave energy. The typical lengthscale at time t for an initially-smooth wave profile is of the order 1 -tjo'. This process is known as phase-mixing. If the field is open, then the phase-mixing develops spatially rather than temporally : propagating waves are launched with the frequency of the driver and each fieldline has its own wavelength given by k(x) = wvA(x). As the waves propagate upwards, the displacements become increasingly out of phase and large field and velocity gradients are generated, leading to dissipation.
In the case where damping is weak and phase-mixing is strong, the asymptotic solution for standing waves may be obtained :
where 77' is the sum of the viscous and resistive diffusion coefficients (HEYVAERTS and PRIEST, 1983). Equation (2.8) shows the wave is damped on a timescale
where Tis the wave period and R, is the total Reynolds number R, = oa2/tf ( a is the inhomogeneity scale a = uA/vaj. 'The power ij3 on the Reynolds number shows that this process gives a great enhancement of classical damping, and for typical solar parameters, the dissipation time can be about 20 wave periods. A similar result may be obtained for propagating waves, with a spatial damping length which also scales as R,'j3, The propagation of a phase-mixing wave is actually somewhat more complicated (NOCERA et al., 1984a,b) and solution (2.8) (or its spatial equivalent) is not always self-consistent. In particular, there is a tendency for wave energy to diffuse transversely, so that the profile of the wave amplitude broadens with height. However, the general result that damping is greatly enhanced remains valid; for example, for large altitudes with weak phase-mixing the damping length scales as R,'j4 (NOCERA et al., 1984a,b), which gives very effective dissipation. Such a picture of laminar and well-ordered wave propagation is not, however, likely to be valid in practice, The velocity shears which are generated by the phase-mixing process are inherently unstable to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (HEYVAERTS and PRIEST, 1983; BROWNING and PRIEST, 1984). Instability sets in after a few wave periods, well before any laminar damping process has time to become effective. It is not entirely clear what the non-linear development of the instability will be, nor how the energy dissipation is affected, but BROWNING and PRIEST (1984) suggest that once the wave is unstable, rapid disruption will follow, triggering off a turbulent cascade to small lengthscales. The heating rate can then be estimated assuming a Kolmogoroff turbulent spectrum as EH = 2 " 2 k u ( v 2 > 3 / 2 / ( 1 . 5~O )
where co is a dimensionless constant and k , is the initial wavenumber of the cascade process, taken to be the wavenumber of the maximally-unstable Kelvin-Helmholtz mode. Taking typical solar values for the parameters in (2.9) gives more than adequate A more detailed study of the phase-mixing equations supports the conclusion that turbulence may be generated, and AlfvCn-wave-driven Kolmogoroff turbulence has also been proposed as a heating mechanism without reference to phase-mixing as an intermediary (HOLLWEG, 1983; HOLLWEG and JOHNSON, 1988) . NOCERA and PRIEST (1986) and NOCERA et a/. (1986) investigate weakly-non-linear and weakly-compressible phase-mixing waves in 2D. The basic shear Alfvh wave with perturbed velocity U, and wavenumber k drives both fast and slow magnetoacoustic waves: these then interact non-linearly to drive a mode in uv with wavenumber 3k. The process continues indefinitely, with components at increasing wavenumber being generated : in other words, there is a turbulent cascade. Consideration of a truncated version of the MHD equations retaining only low mode numbers, representative of the early stages of the cascade, shows a rich behaviour, with the solutions undergoing a series of Hopf bifurcations as the Reynolds number is increased. At large Re, there is a transition to chaos. Numerical study of the related 2D partial differential equations with a large-scale Alfvtn wave driver produces a power spectrum Woc k-'.6 (NOCERA et al., 1984a,b) . The relation between AlfvCn waves, chaos and turbulence is an expanding subject of research (Bun, 1990) .
Thus, the phase-mixing mechanism is also apparently a good candidate for coronal heating. A drawback of these models I s that the attractive simplicity which resuits from assuming only the shear (torsional) polarization is lost when the problem is considered more carefully, since coupling to other modes is inevitable. In practice, phase-mixing cannot go on in isolation from other processes such as turbulence and resonant absorption.
A limitation of both the phase-mixing and resonant-absorption theories outlined so Far is tiat the inhomogeneity is supposed io be a simpie stratification, usuaiiy modelled as a ID dependence of the equilibrium quantities. This may he quite valid for a laboratory plasma, but the sun is expected to be far less simple: the field may consist of a complex structure of braided flux tubes, for example, with equilibrium quantities varying on a range of spatial scales (see Section 3.2). It may be that the properties of waves propagating in such a highly-structured medium differ as strongly from those propagating in ID "slab" as the latter differ from waves in a uniform medium. Some important ideas on this question have recently been presented by SIMILON and SUDAN (1989) . The essential idea is first to consider a "stochastic" equilibrium field, created by vo!umetric heating ra!es for active region loops, particn!a_r!y for short-period waves.
slow random walks o f footpoints, similar in nature to the braided fields postulated by PARKER (1972) and others (see Section 3.2). The propagation of wave packets in such a field is then studied using essentially a ballooning-mode approximation (CON-NOR et al., 1978): this is therefore a hybrid theory incorporating both AC and DC magnetic fields. Linear monochromatic waves (frequency o) on a background equilibrium field B,, are studied, making the approximation that the perpendicular scalelength of perturbed quantities (1 j is much smaller than the equilibrium lengthscale (Lj, An eikonal representation is used, with perturbed quantities expressed in the form
where s is a coordinate along fieldlines and the phase S(x) varies only in the direction perpendicular to the field with wavenumber k,(x) given by VIS: this represents rapid spatial variation across the field, modified by slowly-varying amplitude and wavenumber. The amplitude variation is governed by where the wavenumber kl satisfies
VIl and VI denote derivatives parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field and b is the unit vector in the direction of B,.
The resonant absorption results of the previous section may be re-derived by considering (2. IO) and (2.1 I ) in simple slab geometry. Complex "stochastic"-type fields are modelled using a Lyaponov exponent A, such that the separation of two fieldlines which are initially a small distance apart increases along the loop as exp (As). A phase-mixing process must occur in such a field: perpendicular gradients become very large and resisitivity can then produce effective dissipation. An initially-localized wave packet first follows the exponentially-diverging fieldlines, spreading it out into a filamentary structure. The perpendicular wavenumber varies as
The dissipation length is then found to be s, , = In (2SAL/kiR2j/2i.
(2.12)
Note the logarithmic dependence on Lundquist number, showing that even in the sun where S is very large, the dissipation length can be quite short. The energy dissipation layer width is o f the order which scales as S -" * .
Taking typical solar values k,u = 371, S = 10" and L = 10,000 km, it is found that sd -5L if i.L = 2, so the wave damps in a few transits of the loop. The exponent i is of course difficult to estimate but simple arguments suggest i, -R. In terms of numerical agreement with required damping lengths or dissipation rates, this theory does no better or worse than the other standard wave-heating models : but the physical picture of a "stochastic" field does seem much more realistic than a slab or symmetric cylinder, and this is a theory which should be developed further.
QUASI-STATIC C U R R E N T DISSIPATION
Generation ond dissipotion of curienls
The coronal magnetic field lines are rooted in the dense and turbulent photosphere.
Motions on a slower-than-Alfvhic timescale will cause the field to evolve quasistatically through a sequence of magnetostatic equilibria. At any instant in time, the equilibrium is determined by the positions of the footpoints (albeit in a manner which is hard to deal with mathematically). In general, motions which shear or rotate the footpoints relative to each other generate currents in the coronal field; since fl <c I , these currents are approximately field-aligned and the equilibrium is force-free
The currents store excess magnetic energy, which in principle may be dissipated as heat. It is thought that rapid dissipation of such stored energy is the cause of solar flares, which are large "explosions" releasing energy in wavelengths from X-rays to radio, totalling up to J per event; in this case, the event may be triggered by a global loss of equilibrium or an ideal instability of the stressed magnetic field (PRIEST, 1985b) . A more continuous release of smaller amounts of energy may be the source of coronal heating. There is thus a close relationship between coronal heating and flare theories; indeed, PARKER (1987b PARKER ( , 1988 has suggested that the corona is heated by a sequence of "nano-flares" and there is only a quantitative difference between the two phenomena, an idea which is discussed more below.
The Poynting energy flux into the corona due to the footpoint motions is of the order of where up is the photospheric velocity: taking typical active-region values B = IO mT, up = 1 km s-' we find F -10' W IT-*, which is more than adequate. The problem, as with waves, is again in the very low dissipation coeflicients in the corona. Taking a lengthscale of 1000 km and Spitrer resistivity with a temperature of IO6 K we find an Ohmic dissipation time ID = L2/q = 10'2 s: (3.3)
even allowing for a SubsVantial non-classical resistivity, as found in laboratory experiments, this is far too long since energy must actually he released over hundreds of seconds (see Section 1.2). Essentially the problem is that Ohmic heating by dissipation of global currents ( j -B/pnR) is quite ineffective-so somehow the dissipation lengthscale must be much smaller than observed loop dimensions. One way to resolve this problem is to note that magnetic energy may he dissipated far more rapidly by reconnection in narrow current sheets. Oppositely-directed fields meet and annihilate, converting energy to thermal and/or kinetic energy of plasma jets; it is likely that any kinetic energy may in turn be dissipated by viscosity quite rapidly, as the stream passes into stationary plasma. Linear tearing instability develops on hybrid timescales
where 0 < a < I depends on the geometry (e.g. FURTH et U / . , 1963): this is still rather slow for coronal heating. However, fully-developed reconnection may occur at speeds which are significant fractions of the Alfvin speed [typically 1/20 for solar parameters in the PETSCHEK ( I 964) model]. This kind of fast reconnection will occur if oppositelydirected fields are actively pushed together. Indeed, PRIEST and FORBES (1986) show that reconnection can occur at any speed up to uA, depending on the boundary conditions, Furthermore, growth rates of linear instability may also be substantially larger if the current sheet is "forced" rather than diffuse, in the sense that the field reverses discontinuously: such a configuration may arise as a result o f ideal nonequilibrium or instability, or when a collection of flux tubes is entangled (CHIUEH and ZWEIBEL, 1987; LIEWER and PAYNE, 1990) . Instability can develop on timescales of minutes or hours, which is adequate for coronal heating purposes.
The energy balance of a stressed-field heating process is as follows (PARKER, 1983b). Consider the coronal field to consist of a collection of flux tubes whose footpoints move randomly with velocity up : then the transverse component of an initially-vertical field ( B o ) is "I R --"l,"pli-R t i r (3.4) at time I. Thus the power flux into the loop is Clearly this process must saturate at some stage, when the dissipation due to reconnection balances the encrgy input: a stationary state is then set up in which the generation of transverse field by footpoint motions matches its rate of annihilation by reconnection. If the reconnection speed is U , , then the timescale for reconnection work through a flux tube of radius R is t, = 2R/u,: the growth of transverse field is thus cut off at a value given by substituting this time into (3.5). The stationary energy flux is thus Mechanisms of solar ~oronal heating
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Taking values of R / L = l/5, up = 0.4 km s -' and E , = 10 mT yields the required heating flux of IO4 W m-' If . the reconnection speed is 130 m S K I . In this case, the transverse ("poloidal") field component, from (3.4), is about 30% of the longitudinal ("toroidal") field, which seems not unreasonable. The reconnection speed required seems quite modest, compared with typical Alfven velocities of 2000 km s-I, and is well within the allowable range outlined above. This speed is closer to the rate for an instability of a current sheet rather than for fast-driven reconnection, although it should be remembered that this is an average speed, and dissipation may actually proceed in a series of bursts of more rapid reconnection activity.
The picture is that the coronal field is filled with many sites of small-scale reconnection, where magnetic energy is released as heat (TUCKER, 1973; LEVINE, 1974) . , 1987b, 1988) with energies up to IOzo J per event : each nano-flare is associated with reconnection in one current sheet, while a full-scale flare occurs when a global instability triggers reconnection in a whole collection of sheets simultaneously. Such a n interpretation requires that the coronal unlikely in the foreseeable future that such current sheets could be resolved by any observations, so evidence remains indirect. Two theoretical questions must be answered : firstly, why should current sheets exist at all, and secondly, how can the heating rate be calculated? We consider these two in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Section 3.4 outlines recent progress in this area from large numerical simulations.
Current-sheet formation and non-equilibrium
The physics of current sheets has been reviewed by PRIEST (19851) . A number of authors have suggested that a magnetic field evolving through force-free equilibria naturally (except in special circumstances, such as highly-symmetric boundary motions, which are unlikely to occur on the sun) develops singularities: that is, current sheets form. The idea is that the constraints of ideal MHD, imposed by the frozeliflux condition, are generally inconsistent with the requirements of smooth MHD equilibria, and thus non-eqzrilibrizrm is inevitable. If a smooth force-free equilibrium cannot exist, then the field develops tangential discontinuities (currenf sheets). A weaker version of this argument is that true current sheets (infinite current) need not form, but nevertheless currents do tend to become concentrated in very thin layers, with increasing field gradients building up. Clearly in practice only the latter version (if either) can be true, since infinite quantities are never found in nature-hut there is an important theoretical distinction between these two related ideas. We first consider the case for the first, stronger hypothesis.
PARKER (1972) first proposed a theory of non-equilibrium and current-sheet formation as a coronal heating mechanism. He considers an initially uniform field between two plane parallel boundaries (at z = f L) which represent the photosphere, stressed by footprint motions at either end; complicated velocity patterns tend to wrap the fieldlines around each other, producing a braided structure. This situation, which has become an important paradigm problem studied by many subsequent authors, is shown in Fig. 3 . The field and pressure are expressed as thc solution to (3.8) is (B,h,+fiop) is constant except in boundary layers of characteristic sire [near z = +L. However, the z component of the equilibrium equation yields 8p@z = 0. which together with (3.8) shows that ah,/iiz = 0. Thus, the field pattern must he invariant with i (the dircction of the unperturbed field) if magnetostatic equilibrium is to he maintained. But for general asymmetric motions, the field will be braided in a complex pattern which cannot he invariant-thus, a smooth equilibrium is impossible, and Parker concludes that the field must be in a state of dynamical non-equilibrium, developing tangential discontinuities and consequently rapidly dissipating energy. This process is known as fopdoyicul dissipation, and has been the subject of much debate, which I now briefly summarize.
A number of authors have criticized this model: all these look at the paradigm problem of studying the cKects of slow footpoint displacements to a uniform field between two conducting piates. Tine question is wheiher ihe fieid can always find a smooth equilibrium in response to continuous displacements. SAKURAI and LEVINE (1981) give an explicit and unique expression for the perturbed field in terms of arbitrary small footpoint displacements : there is apparently no loss of equilibrium. The field in the main part of the loop is indeed uniform, as Parker predicts, but there is matching to the footpoint positions, however asymmetric these may he, through thin boundary layers (BROWNING and HOOD, 1989) . ROSNER and KNOBLOCH (1982) point out that the assumed analyticity of the perturbed field in Parker's expansion rules out the possibility of topology changes, so the question of the existence or not of perturbed equilibria is indeterminate. VAN BALLECOIIEN (1985) points out an incorrect ordering in the terms of Parker's perturbation expansion, and gives an algorithm for calculating the perturbed field, with again no non-equilhrium apparent ; invariance is not a necessary condition for equilibrium, He then ( VAN BALLEGOIJEN, 1988) considers finite-amplitude perturbations using a Lagrangian formulation, and again is able to give an explicit algorithm for calculating the resulting equilibrium, which needs no discontinuities (see also FIELD, 1989) . ANTIOCHOS (1987) shows, using Euler potentials, that the topology of the field is determined uniquely by the footpoint positions, and since the problem of finding a force-free equilibrium with given connectivity is well-posed, no non-equilibrium is expected. However, it is pointed out that this does not exclude the possibility of current-sheet formation from neutral points (SYROYATSKY, 1971) or when some fieldlines are detached from the photosphere (thus invalidating the Euler potential method). ZWEIBEL and LI (1987) find similar results by different methods, extending the result to small perturbations of a sheared field, which also are not found to produce non-equilibrium : they suggest that nonequilibrium only arises when the boundary separation is infinite. This latter point is consistent with the demonstration that singularities do generally occur in the quasistatic evolution of a closed, bounded field configuration, which therefore has no footpoints (TSINGANOS er ul., MOFFAT, 1985) .
On the other hand, the fundamental idea of topological dissipation has also suhsequently been extended in a number of ways (Yu, 1973; VAINSHTEIN, 1984; VAIN-SHTEIN and PARKER, 1986; PARKER, 1987c PARKER, , 1989a PARKER, ,h, 1990 ; many other arguments for the formation of tangential discontinuities have been proposed and explicit examples given in particular configurations (e.g. TSINCANOS et al., MOFFAT, 1985; Low, 1987 Low, , 1989 Low, , 1990 LOW and WOLFSON, 1988; ZWEIBEL and PROCTOR, 1989; JENSEN, 1989; WOLFSON, 1990) , although note that most of these involve somewhat different circumstances, such as fields with neutral points. For example, PARKER (l981a,b) shows that current sheets may develop when a single flux tube isdisplaced within a global field configuration, the dislocated tube having a discontinuity at its boundary with the background field. A different sccnario occurs (PARKER, 1982 (PARKER, , 1983a ,c) when flux tubes which are twisted in the same sense are pushed together: then, oppositely-directed fields are brought into contact and rapid reconnection must take place at tube boundaries. These mechanisms of current-shecl formation are particularly plausible, hearing in mind the filamented nature of the photospheric field : adjacent flux tubes in the corona can originate in separate isolated tubes in the photosphere, so that discontinuous footpoint displacements are possible. For example, a coronal current sheet will clearly form if one photospheric flux tube is twisted, whilst its neighbours are not, since these tube boundaries touch in the corona. Thus, even if the strong hypothesis that continuous footpoint motions of a smooth field inevitably lead to non-equilibrium, is false, current sheets may still exist for other reasons. ZWEIBEL and LI (1987) point out the important distinction that must he made between a uniform field and a bundle of discrete flux tubes. For a continuous field, the topology is uniquely prescribed by footpoint positions (ZWEIBEL and LI, 1987; ANTIOCHOS, 1987), but for separate flux tubes, this is not the case (for.example, one tube may he wrapped around another by any integral number of rotations, with the same footpoint positions). In many senses, due to the existence of isolated photospheric flux tubes, the coronal field approximates better to the latter model which is clearly more "prone" to non-equilibrium. This area remains interesting and controversial. Further work, including rigorous mathematical study of the equations of magnetostatic equilibrium, is required : a difficulty in assessing the various models proposed is that all make assumptions, explicit or implicit, and it is not clear how much the conclusions (tangential discontinuities do/do not form) are dependent on these assumptions. There is clearly some relationship to the question of the existence or otherwise of magnetic surfaces in a toroidal magnetic configuration such as a Tokamak (TSINGANOS e f al., 1984; SEEHAFER, 1986), whereby asymmetric field perturbations can create ergodic regions : but the analogy is not clear, since solar loops are not complete tori, but rather have ends, and thus the existence of truely ergodic fieldlines is not possible.
I suggest that the original topological dissipation argument (PARKER, 1972), that a uniform field subject to continuous slow footpoint displacements cannot generally be in equiiibrium and rhus rapid dynamic dissipation in current sheets is inevirable, is not strictly correct. However, in many circumstances relevant to the corona current sheets may indeed form : for example, through the collapse of a neutral X-point (SYROVATSKY, 1971 ; BAJER and MOFFAT, 1990) or separatrix, or when distinct flux bundles, for example fields originating in two different photospheric flux tubes, are brought together. The nature of the current sheets is not yet fully determined. In particular, large global current sheets may be relevant to solar flare onset hut not to coronal heating: for the latter, many localized current sheets are needed, but no theory so far conclusively demonstrates the existence of such. In any case, the coronal field must certainly have a complex and braided structure, which may require modelling by rather different mathematical techniques than those used for simple smooth fields (BERGER, 1986, 1990 ).
An alternative, but related theory, is developed by VAN BALLECOIJEN (1985, 1986a,b, 1988) . In this model, the field can always be close to equilibrium; field dicontinuities d o not form, but rather there is a cascade to small scales where dissipative processes act. There is no point of non-equilibrium where "infinite" currents are generated, but currents do grow exponentially in time (until dissipation cuts off this growth). Consider, as before, that the footpoints of the coronal field move randomly, creating a braided field structure which evolves quasi-statically ; also, assume that the field is almost uniform as in (3.7). The slow turbulent footpoint motions wrap fieldlines around each other : if the movement over each correlation time (aoc) is small compared with the correlation length (&) of the turbulence, the perpendicular displacement grows as a random walk, taking a time tb = l&/vitcor (the braiding time) to produce an average displacement of Lor. The perpendicular field component thus increases linearly with time on a timescale tb and hence the free magnetic energy grows as Clearly the energy cannot accumulate indefinitely as (3.9) would predict, and there must he a saturation mechanism. As time proceeds, the power spectrum of the magnetic fluctuations b is also changing, with energy transfer to higher wavenumhers : this cascade process operates over the braiding timescale fb. The spatial power spectrum of the magnetic field broadens with time, although the peak power is at fixed wavenumher, so that increasingly energy is present at smaller spatial scales. Since the curreKt is the derivati\rc of tkc mzgnetic field [y(k(.4 ! c x k&>j, thc ccrrcnt power spectrum broadens, but also the peak (at kmaJ shifts to higher k, and the magnitude of j increases exponentially with time:
(3.10)
Dissipative effects become important when the local Ohmic diffusion time I,, = vk2 is comparable with the cascade timescale f b : at this point, a statistically-steady state is achieved, whereby the energy input rate at large lengthscales matches the energy dissipation rate at small scales and the energy growth (3.9) saturates. The timescale for this steady state to be set up scales as In R,* (where R, = l:or/qtb)r because of the exponential decrease of scalelength with time cxemplified by (3.10), and hence the steady heating flux is found to be Note the similarity to (3.6), but with modification by the factors (uDrcor/lco,) and In R,,,. Taking typical coronal values Bo = 10 mT and L = 100,000 km, and expressing up in terms of an effective diffusion constant for photospheric turbulence D = (n/2)"2t$tc0r which is estimated to be about 250 km S K I , F i s found to have the value 500 W m-'. This is too small (by a factor of about 10). However, the theory cannot be dismissed on this count, since it may well be either that the assumed value for parameters such as D is too pessimistic, or that a more detailed calculation without some of the simplifying assumptions (such as an initiai straight uniform held) wouid yieid iarger heating rates. This does suggest, however, that coherent motions, rather than just small-scale random turbulence, are needed to heat active regions.
Heating by a turbulent cascade is also discussed by GOMEZ and FERRO-FONTAN (1988) , who present ideas relevant to slow footpoint motions (DC) analogous to some of the AC models discussed in Section 2.3. Assuming isotropic turbulence, energy cascades to small lengthscales whilst helicity (see Section 3.4) undergoes an inverse cascade. They assume that a stationary state must be reached where dissipation balances the energy input; the heating rate is then simply the maximum possible, as in equation (3.2), and assuming isotropic turbulence with a Kolmogoroff power law -. .. where E is the power input and a = tA/t,, (assumed small). However, this approach begs the question of how (and whether) such a stationary state can he set up, when it may be that not all the expected energy input is dissipated; nor is it clear that the Kolmogoroff spectrum is appropriate for such strongly-magnetized turbulence.
The theory of driven relaxation
A major problem in modelling heating by small-scale reconnection or turbulence is to relate the heating rate quantitatively to the external driving by photospheric motions. One approach is simply to assume that all free magnetic energy may he dissipated (e.g. STURROCK and UCHIIIA, 1981 ; SAKURAI and LEVINE, 1981) so that inc iicaiir~g laic I > cquar tu ~n c encrgy iiipur laic; U U L cumpime urwpauun 01 au me currents can, in general, only take place over the very long resistive timescale, and it is not clear how much energy can bz dissipated more rapidly by reconnection. HEY-VAERTS and PRIEST (1984) developed a theory to deal with this difficulty, making use of the ideas of relaxation theory first proposed in the context of laboratory plasma physics by TAYLOR (1974) [these in turn having roots in astrophysics (WOLTJER, state of minimum magnetic energy, subject to any appropriate constraint: for a highlyconducting plasma, this is that the total magnetic helicity K, defined as be conserved. The relaxed state can be shown to be a linear force-free field described by
V x B = a B (3.13)
where a is a constant (a = p,j.B/B'). This state, applicable to slightly-dissipative plasmas, may he regarded as intermediate between ideal MHD, in which the magnetic field is subject to an infinite number of constraints and relaxes to a general force-free configuration (J x B = O), and resistive MHD, in which the minimum energy state is a potential field (J = 0). The requirement for validity of Taylor's hypothesis is that energy decays much more rapidly than helicity (both are conserved quantities in ideal MHD). This is discussed in detail by TAYLOR (1986) and BROWNING (1988a,b) . Ifreconnection takes place in thin current sheets, then globally helicity is conserved even though locally helicity may he transferred from one flux tube to another. It may also be shown (SCHOENBERG et al., 1984; BHATTERCHARJEE and HAMEIRI, 1986 ) that Small-scale turbulence, generating a "dynamo" electric field E, = ( i x B), anomolously dissipates energy but not helicity. The helicity dissipation time in the corona is very long indeed, about s (RERGER, 1984) , so helicity should be a very good invariant and Taylor's hypothesis is appropriate.
In order to apply relaxation theory to the corona, account must be taken of the fact that the coronal fieldlines are rooted in the photospheric boundaries, so that the volume of interest is not bounded by a flux surface. This raises a mathematical problem, in that the helicity is no longer independent of the choice of gauge for the vector potential; this can be dealt with either by constructing a gauge-invariant "relative helicity" (BERGER and FIELD, 1984; FINN and ANTONSEN, 1985) or by explicitly including an arbitrary gauge in the evolution equations (BROWNING and PRIEST, 1986) . The physical effect of the flux crossing the boundary is that helicity is no longer simply a constant hut can be altered by boundary motions. Note also that coronal structures are better modelled as free boundary configurations than rigid volumes, and the minimum energy principle can be extended to this case giving the same relaxed state (3.13) (DIXON el al., 1989) . HEYVAERTS and PRIEST (1984) suggest that when the coronal field is stressed by footpoint motions it relaxes towards a minimum energy state, conserving helicity but releasing any free energy as heat. The energy available for heating is the excess over a linear force-free field; thus, in general not all the induced currents may he dissipated since a potential field is only accessible over the very long resistive timescale. The heating can be quantified, without needing to know about the detailed dynamics of the turbulence and reconnection involved in the relaxation process.
Footpoint motions which twist or shear the coronal field inject both energy and helicity, the helicity injection being described by dK/dt = (A.v+g)B.dS.
(3.14)
h where S is the photospheric surface and a A / & = v x B + V g on S defines the gauge (HEYVAERTS and PRIEST, 1984) . A more illuminating expression for the helicity injection rate (3.14), for a collection of discrete flux tubes (with fluxes d),,
where djj is the rate at which the footprint of flux tube i is rotated with respect to tube j while 0,; is the angular velocity within tube i (BERGER, 1984) . Equation (3.15) shows how helicity is injected either by twisting up individual flux tubes or by wrapping tubes around each other. An analogous situation arises in laboratory experiments such as Spheromaks, where helicity is injected when a voltage is maintained on fluxlinked electrodes (TAYLOR, 1986; BROWNING, 1988a,b) or by phased oscillation of voltages (BEVIR and GRAY, 1980) ; helicity injection is a form of DC current drive. Indeed, there is a connection with wave heating theories here, since absorption of Alfvh waves may also be formulated in terms of helicity (TAYLOR, 1990; METT and TARTARONIS, 1990) . A crucial parameter is the ratio of the relaxation timescale ( t r ) to the timescale of the driving motions (t,,). In the limit of instantaneous relaxation (tC/tr field evolves through a sequence of constant states: 0), the coronal
with E ( / ) determined from the boundarymotions through (3.14). In thiscase, however, the heating rate vanishes (BROWNING and PRIEST, 1984) , so small but finite relaxation times must be considered. Heating can be calculated using a two-step process, illustrated in Fig. 4 . First, a relaxed field (RJ is stressed by Footpoint motions, which inject energy and helicity into the corona, resulting in a non-linear force-free configuration (Fr+ ,) after a period of ideal evolution. Then this field becomes subject to small-scale resistive instabilities and relaxes, conserving helicity but releasing any free energy as heat, to a new minimum energy state (R,+ ,). This process continues indefinitely, so the corona is heated by a series of "bursts" of relaxation activity. This is very closely analogous to relaxation oscillations, seen in Reverse Field Pinch experiments, whereby the field repeatedly diffuses away from a Taylor state and then relaxes back again (ORTOLANI, 1989 ; GIUBBILLEI e/ al., 1990). Quantitative calculations using a perturbation expansion in the parameter t,/t,.
which is assumed small, yield heating rates, as well as the quasi-static time evolution with prescribed footpoint motions, for arcades (HEYVAERTS and PRIEST, I984 This expression, valid for fields which are close to potential, applies to a continuous velocity pattern creating an array of tubes, all with twist in the same sense. It may he seen that for a small-scale velocity field (n large) the relaxation dissipates almost all the injected currents, hut for larger scale motions (n small) only part of the injected energy is released as heat and a significant fraction remains in the magnetic energy of the constant-a field. The heating flux, assuming large n, is calculated to be
The numerical factor (3/16 here) varies with the precise form of the driving motions, but otherwise the expression is quite general and similar forms arise for other field geometries such as arcades and single loops. Note that the factor (&/I.) shows that the heating efficiency increases with the relaxation time: thus very rapid relaxation builds up no free energy and therefore has no heating effect (BROWNING and PRIEST, 1986). However, the calculation is only valid for small tJt. and it is actually the case that the heating rate must saturate with increasing &/Iv with optimal heating when 1, and to are approximately equal (VEKSTEIN, 1987a,b) : more rapid footpoint motions build up free energy on the corona which cannot be dissipated by relaxation. In other words, dissipation is most effective when the timescales ofenergy input and dissipation match. It is likely that the relaxation process will adjust itself to balance the driver: a relaxation time of the order of I , is not unlikely if relaxation involves a series of fast reconnection events. A knowledge of the parameter I , is vital, and the extrapolation of laboratory measurements is very useful (GIUBBELEI et al., 1990). It must be remembered that this theory does not predict that the coronal field is always in a relaxed (aconstant) state, but rather there is an ongoing relaxation process which anomolously dissipates the injected energy; this is an example of a driuen relaxing system (KITSON and BROWNING, 1990).
Taking typical values of B = 10 mT, LjZd = 1/10, up = 1 km s-' and &/to = I , the heating rate is found to he 5000 W m-*, which is just adequate for an active region.
On the one hand, this value of up is rather high, particularly since only the rotational part of the velocity field contributes: on the other hand, effects such as the non-uniform longitudinal structure of the loop may enhance the value of F and it is likely that heating is more effective in fields which are not close to potential (BROWNING and PRIEST, 1986) since the footpoint motions then inject more magnetic energy. So relaxation is a plausible coronal heating mechanism. Expression (3.18) should be compared with Parker's equation (3.5). One difference is that the helicity balance approach permits the calculation of the precise numerical value of F for given field geometries and velocity profiles, whereas (3.5) is simply an order-of-magnitude ; also the relaxation model suggests that the increase in heating with /Jt,. saturates when this ratio is around I. Also, relaxation theory does not require the existence of non-equilibrium, but rather an equilibrium which is disrupted by small-scale instabilities (possibly resistive tearing modes) or turbulence which dissipate energy but conserve helicity. Note that the relaxation model also predicts that heating occurs as a sequence of bursts, in agreement with the previously-described obser-:'gjo.ls ofX---y spikes.
Numerical simulations
Numerical modelling of coronal plasma is a far less well-developed enterprise than for baboratory plasmas, but there have been some significant recent advances. Whilst the complexity of coronal physics apparently demands large-scale numerical simulation, it is also true that realistic parameter values (for example, Lundquist number of 10'' or more), and the associated resolution of small length-scales, are impossible to achieve so far and are likely to remain so for some time. Furthermore, it is very difficult to incorporate realistic boundary conditions in simulations. Thus numerical and analytical models are complementary, and much can be learnt from a comparison between the two. Two recent studies are briefly discussed here, which relate closely to the theories dcscribed in the previous sections: those of DAHLEURG et al. MIKIC et al. (1989) .
The former paper is concerned with an initial-value problem, closely analogous to the relaxation models described in the previous sub-section. totes to a new, lower value. Of course, helicity is observed to decay Ohmically-but the energy decay rate is considerably enhanced over this. This period of turbulence and anomalous heating, beginning after around 20t,, and lasting for about the same period, eKectively corresponds to relaxation to minimum energy: during this phase, regions of oppositely-directed fields become adjacent, strong current concentrations develop and there is evidently fast rcconnection. The flow and field patterns are very reminiscent of the classic PETSCHEK (1964) picture, with strong plasma jets driven out of the reconnecting current sheets. There is also evidence of some self-organization : that is, formation of structures with lower wavenumhers, similar to that predicted by relaxation models (BROWNING et al., 1986) .
The final state is approximately force-free, hut has non-constant a. The reason for this discrepancy with relaxation theory may be that the system has not been allowed long enough to fully relax, or it may he that the true minimum energy state (with constant-E) is not dynamically accessible. In any case, plasma motions have a crucial at the end of the simulation, and it may he that if this were allowed further to dissipate viscously, a state closer to constant-a might be achieved. Also, a different result might be achieved at higher values of S. This careful and well-diagnosed simulation exhibits many very interesting features: it would he useful to see in future the effects of more realistic boundary conditions (i.e. !he-!;ring) and of an externa! energy i n p~t .
MIKIC er al. (1989) investigate numerically the "Parker" problem outlined in Section 3.2 ; that is, the evolution of an initially-uniform field between two conducting plates, subject to random footpoint motions. The time-dependent ideal 3D M H D equations are solved, with an enhanced viscosity to facilitate relaxation to equilibrium (Re = 50). A sequence of pulses of slow ( U , << U , ) motions is applied to the footpoints The main results of VAN BALLECOJEN (1985, 1986a,h, 1989) the constant y is numerically found to he about 0.05. This simulation shows that a cascade to small scales is induced by large-scale asymmetric flows, and clearly when the scalcs become small enough, dissipation can take eKecl-although !his model, being ideal, cannot calculate the heating rate. However, there is no evidence of nonequilibrium. It would he interesting to see whether increasing the aspect ratio of the loop to more realistic values (the present simulation is for R/L = 1) has any effect on these results : also to include resistive dissipation.
. DISCUSSION
We have seen that the existence of hot X-ray coronae in the sun and stars remains one ofthe outstanding unsoived puzzies in astrophysicai plasma physics. Considerabie progress has been made, and it is clear that the energy source is convective motions below the surface : these build up magnetic energy in the corona by shuffling the footpoints of the field which is then dissipated as heat. There are two main classes of theory : wave theories (AC) and theories involving quasi-static currents (DC), distinguished by the timescale of the motions in relation to the Alfvkn travel time.
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witn tnc vcry IOW resistivity anu v i~v s i t y in inccorona, and therefore some kind of transfer of energy to small scales where dissipation can take place, is usually invoked. Another universal problem is the question of the local dissipation mechanism: the scales at which dissipation must take place are at the limits of validity of the MHD model, so there is a difficulty in relating the local dissipation processes to the large-scale dynamics.
Alfvh travel time (f,, << t A ) , then as the footpoints are shaken MHD waves are launched into the corona. The most likely candidate for heating is the Alfvh wave, since this can propagate into the corona and indeed this mode is observed directly in the solar wind. The question ortransmission up through the highly-stratified transition region is not closed, hut it appears that flux tubes may act as waveguides; also, closed loops may act as cavities and preferentially absorb waves at their resonan! frequency (wA = nnu,/L). A more serious difficulty is to explain how the waves can be damped, since most of the wave energy must be dissipated over a very few waveperiods in order to achieve the observed heating rates. It appears that the inhomogeneous nature of the corona may greatly enhance dissipation : the theories which model these processes are closely related to those describing heating by Alfvh waves in Tokamaks. For a simple ID inhomogeneity profile, two wave polarizations are possible. If the perturbed magnetic field has a component parallel to the gradient of Alfvkn velocity, then iesonunf absorption can take place, whereby the wave in a closed loop can be driven at a continuum of frequencies, with energy accumulating and being dissipated at singular layers where the driving frequency is equal to the local Alfvkn frequency. Torsional or shear Alfven waves, polarized perpendicular to the inhomogeneity gradient, can undergo enhanced dissipation due to phuse-mixing, since the oscillations on neighbouring fieldlines with different Alfvkn speeds become increasingly out of phase and small cross-field lengthscales are generated so that dissipation can take place. Such a phase-mixing wave may trigger a turbulent cascade of energy to large wavenumbers where Ohmic or resistive effects are significant.
Slow footpoint motions (tA c i t,,) on closed field lines generate quasi-static currents in the corona which could he dissipated as heat. Again,, the energy input is apparently sufficient, hut the difficulty is in explaining the dissipation. Adequate dissipation could be achieved if there are many small current sheets, where magnetic fields are annihilated by reconnection. It seems likely that such concentrations of current should naturally exist in the solar atmosphere, for example due to the onset ofnon-equilibrium in a slowly-evolving field, due to the deformation of a separatrix between flux regions, or when different flux tubes are pushed together. But the question of current sheet formation remains controversial! A somewhat alternative view is that magnetic and kinetic energy undergo a turbulent cascade to small dissipative lengthscales, so that the energy input on global scales matches the dissipation rate at large wavenumber. Relaxation theory, similar to the theory used for Reverse Field Pinches and Spheromaks, provides a useful quantitative description of this process, enabling heating rates and the quasi-static field evolution to he calculated in specific configurations. The corona is viewed as being in a state of driven relaxation, with the footpoint motions as an external driver.
There is clearly a need for more detailed observations to resolve some of the unanswered questions. At present, too many different theories can fit the facts! One problem is that all models necessarily rely on dissipative mechanisms at very small lengthscales, which cannot be observationally resolved nor are likely to be in the foreseeable future. Another difficulty is the lack of direct knowledge of the coronal magnetic field configuration. A number of observations which are needed in order to help distinguish the theoretical models we have described are as follows. Measure ments of temperature and density structures on as small a temporal and spatial resolution as possible; measurements of velocity fluctuations with correlation studies in order to detect wave motions and/or turbulence levels; separate measurements of ion and electron temperatures, since this will distinguish whether heating is restive or viscous, and laboratory results show that a high ion-to-electron temperature ratio is characteristic of a disrupted turbulent plasma (e.g. BODIN. 1990) ; and simultaneous detailed measurements of fine-scale photospheric velocity and line-of-sight magnetic fields, together with the overlying coronal structure. We also need a better knowledge of the properties of photospheric turbulence, ideally the power spectrum. The SOH0 mission (Solar Heliospheric Observatory ; ESA/NASA), timetabled for launch in 1995, has the study of coronal heating as one of its specific objectives. Particularly relevant instruments are the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS) and Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation (SUMER), described by P A T C H E T T~~ al. (1989) and W I L H E L M~~ al. (1989) . CDS will operate in the wavelength range 150-800 A, covering several lines indicative of temperatures of 104-106 K. The aim is to obtain intensity ratios of line pairs. thus diagnosing both temperatures and densities. The spatial resolution is 2 arcseconds, allowing strnctures the size of a thousand kilometres to he resolved, which is of the order of loop radii. SUMER will operate in a somewhat higher wavelength range (500-1600.&), and is more geared to the lower temperatures characteristic of coronal holes and the transition region/ chromosphere. It is likely that the results of this mission will considerably advance our knowledge of coronal physics, in particular the questions of solar wind acceleration and coronal heating. Since observations of the sun are inevitably restricted, laboratory experimental results can also be used as a test of theories. For example, studies of magnetic relaxation in Reverse Field Pinches and Spheromaks may advance our understanding of coronal heating by this process. Laboratory studies of plasma turbulence may be especially important in determining the likely power spectra and other features of MHD turbulence. Other relevant areas of study are: Alfvkn wave propagation and absorption, resistive instabilities and their non-linear development (although the latter may be strongly dependent on boundary conditions and hence rather different in the corona from the laboratory), current-sheet formation and dynamics, current drive and helicity injection. Last but not least, the ubiquitous question of anomalous transport is clearly relevant to the solar corona (although it should be clear that coronal heating is not caused simply by enhancements to transport coefficients of magnitudes similar to those found in laboratory experiments). There is thus considerable scope for cross-fertilization between the study of fusion plasmas and of coronai heating.
A third very useful means of testing theoretical models, and a source of new ideas, comes from large-scale numerical simulation. This is likely to be an important line of future work, since analytical approaches cannot cope with anything Eke the complexity of the solar atmosphere. Some of the detailcd questions which now need answering can only he dealt with numerically. However, problems arise in dealing with the very be resolved-also geometries and boundary conditions are complex (no perfectlyconducting square boxes, infinitely-periodic cubes . . .). Some useful progress has already been made, but there is still a lot of scope for application of state-of-the-art numerical codes to this problem.
It might seem that the main task is to decide between the two main theories of wave with the neat categories imposed by mathematics, and both ideas may be correct. A good possibility is that waves heat coronal holes and longer loops, whereas the main heating source for shorter loops, and the additional heat source for active regions, is magnetic stresses. Coronal holes indced represent a problem which should be considered in far more detail, for although they require substantially less heat input, an energy supply for the solar wind is also needed Footpoint mntions of open field lines do not build up magnetic stresses, since the upper end of each fieldline is free to adjust: hence D C mechanisms are not likely to be appropriate and waves must be invoked. However, present models of resonant absorption, for example, also assume a closed-loop configuration, so are not directly relevant to coronal holes. Current evidence thus cannot rule out either AC or DC mechanisms. Indeed, since the distinction is only a matter of timescale, motions of an intermediate timescale too fast to be quasi-static but too slow to generate waves (certainly completely violating a W K B model) might contribute substantially to heating; for many structures, the Alfven timescale is comparable with the peak of the photospheric power spectrum (I -5 min) so we have neither t , , << I,, nor f A >> t?. Further investigation of this intermediate regime is required, and also a study of hybrid models involving wave propagation in highly-structured fields. Both classes of mechanism seem to be converging on the idea of energy transfer through a turbulent cascade to small scales, and a more detailed study of M H D turbulence is an important line of investigation for the future.
